
I think I know the end game with the 

vaccinations, and it is "impossibly bad," I am 

probably right, here it is: 

The end game is to turn people into living computers that can interface with 5G, and it is not far 

fetched at all. Here is how it can happen:  

First of all, to interface remotely, you need an antenna. Anyone with any common sense knows 

there's nothing in the body that can be used as an antenna that can transmit, RIGHT? Well, 

common sense would indeed imply that, but as it turns out, human DNA is in 23 pairs for a total 

of 46 strings that are all bundled up in a neat little antenna, which if stretched out is 1.695 inches 

in length. The actual length of all the strands is 78 inches if you put them end to end, but that's 

not how an antenna based on DNA would work, it will work on the actual length of the 

individual DNA strands that are all wound up together. That's 1.695 inches long, JUST RIGHT 

FOR 5G. 

So there is something in the human body that can act as an antenna - DNA itself. 

What else in the system is missing? To interface people you need a processor, 

RIGHT? That can't be done, can it? 

Actually, YES, and it has already been done. In a report I posted yesterday, researchers managed 

to manipulate DNA well enough with CRSPR to force a cell to turn itself into a dual core 

microprocessor. That's something I never thought we'd see, but yes, it is indeed possible to 

command a cell to create structures that can be used for computing. That is, by conventional 

logic, not possible. And it has been done, it is not the future.  

But there's no software you could run on that, RIGHT? How would that work?  

Actually, everyone has seen the reports by now where AstraZeneca openly admitted their version 

of the corona vax is an operating system. That's month old news that has been around long 

enough to turn bread moldy. Literally, that's how fast things are moving now, - the life span of a 

loaf of bread is long enough for all new horrors to come to fruition -  

AND, finally, ALL the vax manufacturers are admitting that their vaccines work by 

tweaking the genetic makeup of cells. FIGURE IT OUT. HERE IT IS, ALL ADDED UP: 

Via a DNA tweak in a corona shot that they ALL ADMIT, ALL MANUFACTURERS ADMIT, 

functions by causing genetic changes, they will soon, (if not now) be able to cause cells to create 

within themselves microprocessors via a shot (they already have done this, whether or not they 

can via a shot is the only question) - and those microprocessors have a cute little 5G antenna 

right there inside the cells they can use - the DNA itself. We have AstraZeneca being honest, 

stating they already have an operating system. 
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They don't have to broadcast far, - only to the next street light, because there are going to be so 

damn many 5G antennas installed. They can't justify 5G even existing, because 4G was already 

so powerful it was impossible to exhaust the bandwidth with a typical customer base, why did 

they suddenly need MANY TIMES more bandwidth? EASY ANSWER: They want everyone 

connected to a system no one can escape from by leaving their cell phone at home. 

5G was forced on us when almost everyone said they did not want it. Why? why 

would they then proceed to force a totally unneccesary system on us, with 4G 

being enough to truly connect everyone very well? EASY ANSWER: 

FREQUENCY. They needed the 5G frequencies to make it possible to install a 

system that could receive signals that were broadcast directly from strands of 

DNA. And from there, they have their perfect inescapable 666 system, as 

outlined in the Bible. Lots of people said "They'd never be able to do that" but 

now we know exactly how that could indeed happen, and it is probably 

happening now. The vaccines are devastating people because let's face it, you are 

not made to be a transmitter.  

The big question: Can they do this NOW? I'd say under controlled conditions, absolutely. And 

the only question is whether or not any of the corona shots are advanced enough to get your cells 

to accept it. If they are not to that level yet, they surely will be, and my guess is that when it 

comes to cellular tweaking, "Moore's law" is probably now the "life span of a loaf of bread" law.  

The stale bread law. 

Remember the post by Astra Zeneca 

admitting the vax was an operating system? 

GUESS WHAT 

Today we have Scientists use DNA editing to turn cell into 

dual core computer. 

"Tapping into these natural processes to build logic circuits is a key goal of synthetic biology. In 

this case, the ETH Zurich team found a way to slot dual-core processors into human cells by first 

modifying the CRISPR gene-editing tool. Normally, this system uses guide RNA sequences to 

target specific DNA segments in the genome, then make precise edits. For this project though, 

the team created a special version of the Cas9 enzyme that can act as a processor."  

There was another thing I blew off because it seemed too far fetched: That the vaccine enables 

"remote control of functions". I am not too sure of that even after seeing the above, but it is 

CLEAR AS DAY where they are taking this. A dual core computer inside a cell???? No, I don't 

want the shot, even if it is equal to a "Model T" at this poit in time. It is fairly clear where they 
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are taking this - once you get the shot, you're an always connected to 5G biological computer. 

Maybe that's why they wanted so freaking much additional bandwidth when 4g was not even 

close to maxed out yet. 

I am actually stunned by this. Multi core processing inside a single cell with a DNA tweak? NOT 

IN MY BODY. 

OOPS: A communist slips up and states real purpose of the 

lock down, and it is not a pandemic, it is to enforce the 

vaccine 

"The Carrot" needs to be a LEGIT pandemic and a LEGIT vaccine. If either 

were legit, that, by itself, would be the carrot! Instead, she's proposing slavery, 

confimements, and economic punishment as the "carrot" to force people to 

accept *god knows what* is in that shot!!! 

 


